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Academic Year 2019-2020 

First Term 

Science Enrichment Worksheet-1 

Unit 1-Lesson 3-Physical and chemical change 

 

 

Name: _______________________                            Date: __________ 

Grade: 5                                                               Sections: _________ 

Q1 Answer the following questions: 

1. A _____________ stays in a definite shape and has a definite volume. 

 A) solid 

 B) liquid 

 C) gas 

  

2.  _________________ states that the matter can’t be created or destroyed 

during physical and chemical changes. 

A) physical change 

B) chemical change 

C) conservation of mass 

D) matter 

 

3.  When mixing two substances, bubbles start to form. This is an sign of a 

_______ 

A) chemical change 

B) physical change 

 

4. _____________ begins and ends with the same kind of matter 

A) chemical change 

B) physical change 
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C) conservation of mass 

D) matter 

5. A __________ produces new matter with new and different properties. 

A) physical change 

B) conservation of mass 

C) chemical change 

D) matter 

 

6. When metal colors change from shiny to rust, this is a sign of________ change. 

A) physical change 

B) chemical change 

C) conservation of mass 

D) burning wood  

 

7. Which of the following indicate that a chemical reaction has occurred? 

    A) change in color and odor 

    B) temperature change 

    C) formation a gas 

    D) All of these indicate that a chemical reaction has occurred. 

 

8. The ability to burn is an example of a physical property? 

A) true 

B) false 

  

9. You are performing an experiment combining two substances in a closed 

container. You first pour 350 mL of substance one followed by 430 mL of 

substance two. A chemical reaction occurs. Choose the equation below that 

would best explain the total mass of the combined substances. 

A) 430 mL - 350 mL = 80 mL 

B) 350 mL x 430 mL = 780 mL 

C) 350 mL + 430 mL = 780 mL 

D) 780 mL - 430 mL = 350 mL  
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11. Gases have ________________. 

A) definite shape and definite volume 

B) definite shape and no definite volume 

C) no definite shape and no definite volume 

D) no definite shape and definite volume 

 

12. Liquids have ____________________ 

 

A) definite shape and definite volume 

B) definite shape and no definite volume 

C) no definite shape and no definite volume 

D) no definite shape and definite volume 

 

13. Which is an example of a physical change? 

A) A candle burning 

B) Rust on a bicycle 

C) Ice cream melting 

D) A firework exploding  

 

14. Which is not one of the three common forms of matter? 

A) solid 

B) liquid 

C) gas 

D) density 

 

15. The particles that make up a gas are _____ than the particles in a liquid. 

A) farther apart 

B) closer together 

 

16. During an experiment you add heat energy to a liquid. What state of matter will 

the liquid become? 

A) solid 

B) liquid 

 

10. A chemist is a scientist who is an expert in the field of chemistry. 

A) true 

B) false 
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C) gas 

D) metal 

 

17. The particles in a ______ are tightly packed together and vibrate in place.  

A) solid 

B) liquid 

C) gas 

D) matter 

 

18. What would happen to the weight of an ice cube if it melted? 

A) It would weigh a little more. 

B) It would weigh a lot less. 

C) It would weigh the same. 

D) It would weigh a lot more.  

 

19. How does matter change from one state to another? 

A) adding and removing energy 

B) adding mass 

C) removing volume 

D) adding volume 

 

20. The particles that make up gases are_________ 

A) very close together 

B) very far apart 

 

 

Q2 write the states of matter in each following picture: 

 
                                           

 

A) __solid_____________        B) _liquid___      C) ____gas___ 

 

Q3 answer the following: 

 

1. what is physical change and examples 
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Begins and ends with the same kind of matter, melting ice cream 

 

2.what is chemical change and signs of chemical change? 

Produces new matter with new and different properties. 

Change in color, change in temperature, formation a gas, and formation a 

liquid. 


